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1897 Excerpt: ...in the misty and
oppressive valleys, when we might be
climbing the sunlit hills. God puts into our
hands the Book of Life, bright on every
page with open secrets, and we suffer it to
drop out of our hands unread. Emerson
says, We have come into a world which is
a living poem. Everything is as I am.
Nature provides for us a perpetual festival;
she is bright to the bright, comforting to
those who will accept comfort. We cannot
conceive how a universe could possibly be
created which could devise more efficient
methods or greater opportunities for the
delight, the happiness, and the real wealth
of human beings than the one we live in.
The human body is packed full of
marvelous
devices,
of
wonderful
contrivances, of infinite possibilities for the
happiness and riches of the individual. No
physiologist nor scientist has ever yet been
able to point out a single improvement,
even in the minutest detail, in the structure
of the human body. No inventor has ever
yet been able to suggest an improvement in
this human mechanism. No chemist has
ever been able to suggest a superior
combination in any one of the elements
which make up the human structure. One
of the first things to do in life is to learn the
natural wealth of our surroundings, instead
of bemoaning our lot, for, no matter where
we are placed, there is infinitely more
about us than we can ever understand, than
we can ever exhaust the meaning of. Thank
Heaven there are still some Matthew
Arnolds who prefer the heavenly sweetness
of light to the Eden of riches. Arnold left
only a few thousand dollars, but yet was he
not one of the richest of men? What the
world wants is young men who will amass
golden thoughts, golden wisdom, golden
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deeds, not mere golden dollars; young men
who prefer to...
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one made up of people who The growing good of the world is partly dependent on unhistoric acts andArchitects of fate :
or, Steps to success and power : a book designed to inspire youth to character building, self-culture and noble
achievement. by MardenRising in the World: Or, Architects of Fate a Book Designed to Inspire Youth to Character
Building, Self-culture and Noble Achievement. 50 Copy quote. Report.But for the men and women who spent the years
of World War II on the top of a New Mexico mesa, the landscape seemed peculiarly appropriate another locale
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